
HOW TO FIND, 
HIRE AND WORK 
WITH A DIVORCE 

LAWYER
Never rush your search to find a divorce lawyer. 

That’s probably some of the best bit of advice 

you'll ever get



HOW TO FIND A DIVORCE LAWYER WORTH HIRING 
 
To get the best divorce, you need the best divorce lawyer you can afford. Ideally, you should interview three 
lawyers to find one who's mastered their craft and earned the respect of judges and fellow lawyers. You'll want 
to hear how each plans to handle your case and to see which you’re most comfortable with. 
 
So, where do you find these lawyers? You probably don't have a list of lawyers in your diary or on your smart
phone, but you might know people who do. Friends and family who've gone through a divorce may have 
someone they can recommend (or the names of lawyers to avoid). So will many accountants, members of the 
clergy, and marriage counsellors. Get each to recommend a top three if you can. 
 
If you don't get many names from peo
ple you know, reach out to lawyers in 
your area to get recommendations from 
them. Estate lawyers, tax lawyers, and 
those working in other areas of the legal 
profession are likely to know divorce 
lawyers who are worthy of your consid
eration. 
 
Chances are, the more referrals you ask 
for, the more times the same names will 
get mentioned. These are the names you 
want to put at the top of your shortlist.  
 
When you're ready to narrow down your 
selections, contact their office and ask 
for an appointment to meet and inter
view the lawyer. Don't expect to be put 
through to the lawyer the better they 
are, the busier they're likely to be. You'll probably get to speak with a legal assistant first. Be sure to gauge their 
attitude over the phone. If they're unhelpful or unfriendly, that should be a warning sign that maybe this is a 
lawyer and law firm to cross off your list. 
 
Even though you're not speaking with the lawyer directly, it's a chance to find out more. Key questions you 
need to ask at this stage are: 

 
1. How much of the lawyer's practice is devoted to divorce and family law? 
If the answer is 'not very much' you should consider dropping this lawyer from your list. You want a lawyer 
who's focused on, and experienced in, divorce law. I’ll talk more about this later. 
 
2. Does the lawyer charge to be interviewed? 
Some of the most indemand lawyers will charge a consultation fee equal to their hourly rate to be inter
viewed. After all, you're asking them to take time away from their paying clients. Remember, if a lawyer agrees 
to meet you, they cannot represent your spouse. 
 
From these initial interviews, you should be able to narrow down your candidates and arrange facetoface 
meetings.



Organizing a divorce lawyer interview is a chance for you to: 
 
• Assess if you and the lawyer can work together 
• See if their office staff are people you get along with 
• Get initial questions answered 
• Find out if what you are seeking from your divorce is achievable in the eyes of the law 
• Discover what the lawyer's strategy is for helping you achieve your divorce goals

There are several things you can do to prepare for your lawyer interview, so you get the most out of 
the session: 
 
• Write down your reasons for seeking a divorce 
• Note any questions you have about legal procedures  
• Summarize your assets and liabilities 
• Calculate your current budget and expected budget after the divorce 
• Be sure to take a pen and paper or tablet so you can write things down during the meeting.

HOW TO INTERVIEW A DIVORCE LAWYER

GET DIVORCE-READY WITH OUR FREE 
DOWNLOAD 
 
You can get more advice and information about getting organized for your divorce by 
reading this FREE DOWNLOAD that's available here at divorcethesmartway.ca. 
 
The ebook contains a Divorce Organizer forms that you can use to help make hiring a 
lawyer easier. It gives you somewhere to note your goals, list your liabilities and assets, 
and calculate your current and postdivorce budget. 
 

https://divorcethesmartway.ca/ebooks/soft-landing-divorce-preparation-checklist-and-guide/


THINGS TO DO DURING YOUR DIVORCE LAWYER 
INTERVIEW 
 
Remember, you've asked for the interview, so you should control the session. Tell the lawyer you have an 
agenda you want to stick to. Try and structure the meeting by dealing with the following:  

 
1. Start by sharing background information with your lawyer 
This should include necessary information about your marital status  how long you've been married, how 
many children you have and a brief history of your marriage. (You can write all this information onto the Di
vorce Organizer that's available for free download  see above.) You should also share your employment his
tory and your current income as well as that of your spouse. 
 
2. Summarize your assets and liabilities 
Outline whether you have property, a mortgage, pensions, and debts to give the lawyer a clear picture of your 
financial situation so they know what's at stake from a financial perspective. You should also go over your cur
rent budget and what you anticipate your budget to be after your divorce. 

 
3. Tell your lawyer about your divorce goals 
Let the lawyer know what your goals are in terms of the division of property and other assets, plus your view
point on child custody and support.  
 
4. Ask the lawyer for their professional opinion about your goals and information about the 
result you can expect in the eyes of the law 
Get the lawyer to tell you whether they think your proposed settlement is fair and whether you're entitled to 
more or less from the settlement. Try and get as many details as you can and be sure to make notes. Even bet
ter, use your smartphone to record the lawyer's response, but be sure to get their permission to record the 
session first. 
 
5. Ask the lawyer to explain what their recommended course of action is 
Every good divorce lawyer should have a plan of action and a good idea of what they see happening in your 
case, based on what you've told them. Get them to outline a timeline of what might happen. The more specific 
you can get them to be, the better.  

 
6. Ask the lawyer what's involved with hiring them 
This should include the anticipated fees you can expect to pay. Find out how they're going to charge you, their 
hourly rate, the fees for their staff, and the cost of using other lawyers in the firm. Be sure you know: 
• If the lawyer offers a fixed price option 
• How much needs to be paid upfront to hire the lawyer (retainer)? 
• Is any of the payment refundable? Many established lawyers require nonrefundable retainer fees 
• Who in the firm would be handling the work if you hired them? 
 
7. Ask the lawyer to outline their experience in handling divorce cases 
Your questions should include: 
• How much of their practice is dedicated to representing divorce cases? 
• Will your lawyer handle trials or get another lawyer to handle the case if it goes to trial? 
• How many cases have been settled without needing to go to court? 



 

HOW TO CHOOSE A DIVORCE LAWYER 
 
Your interviews should give you a good idea of which lawyer you want fighting in your corner. There might be 
one candidate who stands head and shoulders above the rest as your favourite. Or you might be impressed 
with all the lawyers you meet. If it's the case that none have impressed you, consider interviewing more. 
 
Either way, choosing your divorce lawyer should be based on the following criteria, listed in order of impor
tance: 
 
1. How well did they listen and communicate? 
If you got a sense that the lawyer was disinterested or couldn't wait for you to stop talking so they could start 
talking, then run. You want a lawyer who's prepared to listen as well as share their legal expertise with you. If a 
lawyer looks like they'd rather be somewhere else during your interview, they're unlikely to show the commit
ment you need from them during your case. 
 
2. How much experience of divorce cases do they have? 
You want lawyers who are committed to practicing divorce and family law cases. In this context, family law 
means child custody, prenuptial agreements, and lawsuits regarding divorce agreements. If only a small per
centage of a lawyer's time is devoted to family law and divorce, they are unlikely to be as knowledgeable and 
wellconnected with the world of divorce law as a lawyer who practices family law exclusively.  
 
3. What are their legal assistants and nonlawyer staff like? 
You'll frequently be liaising with the lawyer's team. If they work for a firm with a total focus on divorce law, 
they are likely to have more expertise than those who dabble in divorce. You also want to note the attitudes of 
these people. Everyone, including the receptionists, represents the firm. If they are pleasant and professional 
and made you feel welcome and comfortable, that's a sure sign that the firm is customerfocused. If their atti
tude was unpleasant, unprofessional, and they were disorganized and unresponsive to your questions, you 

• Does the lawyer have specialist experience of speaking at seminars or publishing articles regarding divorce 
law issues? 
8. Find out how the firm handles phone calls 
Does the firm have a system for answering questions and scheduling return phone calls? Who can you speak to 
if the lawyer isn't available? Will you be put in the hands of legal assistants when it comes to getting answers 
for the standard questions that get asked during divorce cases?  
 
9. Get the lawyer to compare and contrast themselves with other lawyers you're interview
ing 
Divorce lawyers know each other, and you can learn a lot about a lawyer from how they compare themselves 
with others. Are they graceful when talking about their peers, or do they trash them? If it's the latter, it may be 
a sign that they don't get along with other lawyers. If your spouse happens to hire one of those lawyers, there 
could be trouble. You need lawyers who are content to work with other lawyers to reach a solution.  
 
10. Before you leave, get the lawyer to arrange for a written agreement to be sent to you 
This is the document the lawyer will expect you to sign if you want them to become your divorce lawyer. Take 
note of how long it takes staff to send this document to you. If it takes a while for them to submit the paper
work that could make their lawyer money, imagine how long it could take them to submit documents once 
they have your money.



want to think twice about hiring that firm. These are the people you'll be speaking to first when you call about 
your case. Do you want someone who's disorganized working on something as crucial to the rest of your life as 
your divorce? 
 
4. What if the lawyer works solo? 
Be careful about hiring lawyers with no office staff. Many won't have any surefire means for you to get in 
touch with them when they're busy, but the good ones will manage to stay responsive. In my Family Law Medi
ation practise, there's always someone who clients can speak to during business hours if I'm not available. 
Most of the time, it will be someone on my mediation team, or an associate mediator with the knowledge to 
answer client questions. This helps alleviate any anxieties clients might have. For items that can't be answered 
immediately, clients can schedule a time to speak directly with me (usually within 24 hours of their call). The 
point of this is to get you to think about the kind of service you want from your lawyer. Do you want to have to 
leave a voicemail every time you contact your lawyer? Because if you choose a lawyer with no office staff, 
that's very likely what will happen. 
 
5. How well did the lawyer get along with their staff? 
Your interview should have allowed you to see how the lawyer and their support team interacted. It's vital they 
work well as a team, as you will need their team skills during your divorce case. If there's a strong team spirit, 
that's a good sign. If there's a frosty atmosphere or a sense that their team resents the lawyer, it could be a 
sign that you might end up resenting the lawyer too. 

 
6. How much do they 
charge? 
Note that this point has been 
placed last in the list of priori
ties. That's because the cost 
of your lawyer should not be 
your primary consideration. 
Usually, you get what you pay 
for with divorce lawyers. 
When it comes to talking 
money, see how comfortable 
the lawyer is with discussing 
anticipated legal fees. They're 
unlikely to be able to give you 
an exact price, but those with 
the most experience of han
dling divorce cases should be 
able to suggest a price range 
that you should expect to pay. 
Beware of lawyers who can't 

give you a straight answer about anticipated fees. They are more likely to leave you with some serious unan
swered questions about what you need to pay them further into your case. 
 
Finally, on this point, some lawyers offer fixed prices, so clients know much they'll need to pay to get specific 
legal work. These are lawyers you want to interview if you can find one in your area because most divorce 
lawyers still charge by the hour. I’ll talk more about fixed pricing later.



THINGS TO KEEP IN MIND WHEN WORKING WITH  
A DIVORCE LAWYER 
 
Most people going through a divorce have little or no experience working with lawyers. Even people who have 
experience will still need to bear a few things in mind. Knowing these things will increase your chances of get
ting the best divorce settlement possible, and will help keep your legal fees under control. The list below is in 
no particular order: 
 
1. Be upfront and honest about your goals 
If you're well organized, you'll know what you want from your divorce and, if you've followed my advice, you’ll 
have your goals in writing. But it's no good keeping them written on a page  your lawyer needs to know about 
them. Share them, in writing or in person, as soon as you decide which lawyer you want to work with. Ensure 
your lawyer is as focused on achieving these goals as you are. Just understand that you may have to tweak or 
change your goals if your lawyer advises you that they're not realistic based on how the law will view your cir
cumstances. 
 
2. Listen to your lawyer 
You're hiring them for their expertise. They know more about divorce than you do, having handled plenty of di
vorce cases (assuming you've decided to hire an experienced divorce lawyer). You're paying your lawyer to give 
you unbiased advice, to sort out what could be one of the most unpleasant situations of your life. Listen to 
what they say and follow their advice, or you could risk further complicating your situation.  
 
3. Be ready to speak up 
During a divorce, it's likely you'll encounter situations you're unfamiliar with, or hear things you don't under
stand or agree with. Whenever this occurs, say something. Don't let it pass. It may be something vital. Your 
lawyer is there to answer your questions and to explain complex legal situations to you in a way you under
stand. Don't be afraid to tell them when you're confused or if you disagree with them. 
 
4. Get a written action plan from your lawyer right at the start 
With my Soft Landing Settlement Method at Divorce the Smartway, we provide clients with a written action 
plan if there is a unique aspect to their case, or if I believe a written plan will help them better understand the 
timing of future events in their divorce. It is probably worth your money to have your lawyer provide you with 
at least a basic written “plan of action” for your case. Doing so allows both you and the lawyer to be on the 
same page and to stay on track to execute the agreedupon best divorce strategy. 
 
5. Make the most of the lawyer's nonlegal team 
The best lawyers often have the best legal assistants who are there to help their clients with daytoday issues. 
These assistants usually charge a fraction of the lawyer's hourly rate. So unless the size of your legal bill is of no 
concern (which is the case for some people), you should try and have a strong relationship with the legal assis
tant, in much the same way as you have a relationship with your doctor's head nurse. 
 
While a legal assistant can't give you legal advice, they can help with most issues and are trained to know 
when something needs to be brought to the lawyer's attention. Speaking with an assistant first can also allow 
them to inform the lawyer before you talk to them, meaning the lawyer is better prepared to address your 
issue or concern. 
 
If you want to discuss scheduling or administrative matters, that's something the office team or legal assistant 
can deal with. You don't need to pay a lawyer's hourly fee for those kinds of tasks.



OTHER TIPS TO REMEMBER 
 
There are several other tips to remember after you find a divorce lawyer and are working through the process. 
These things can help you save money and time, and help keep you from getting frustrated.  
 
Use email sparingly 
Yes, email is a fast and convenient way to communicate with lawyers, which gives you everything in writing. 
But bear in mind you will probably pay more for a lawyer to answer your questions by email than on a phone 
call. Writing things down takes longer and this will lead to higher fees if you’re paying your lawyer by the hour. 
 
If you do choose to email, cover a bunch of things at once. You can save your lawyer time and yourself expense 
by collating all your nonemergency queries and ask for them all to be answered in a single message, meeting 
or phone call. It's a far more efficient way to use your lawyer's time than having separate calls, meetings, or 
messages to discuss each query. 
 
Get clarity on legal fees 
No lawyer should be offended by a client who asks them to ex
plain the extent of legal fees that they can expect to pay. And 
the strategy your lawyer suggests can have an impact on the 
fees you pay, so be sure you are clear on this. With the Soft 
Landing Settlement Method we use here at Divorce The 
Smartway, we offer fixed price models to give our clients the 
ultimate clarity in terms of what they can expect to pay. At the 
very least, you should expect your lawyer to provide an ap
proximate cost of legal fees. 
 
Remember your lawyer has other clients 
There will be times when your lawyer isn't available to speak 
to you. They have other clients making claims on their time too. Even those lawyers who take on just a few 
clients will still have times when they can't immediately respond to your request. This is especially true when 
the lawyer is in court on trial. Trials require the lawyer to devote their full attention to the case. You would ex
pect your lawyer to do so if you were hiring them for your hearing. So, be understanding on those occasions in 
which you have to wait a day or so to speak to your lawyer. If your lawyer has built a practice dedicated to the 
highest levels of customer service, they will have a legal assistant or another lawyer who's on call to help you. 
For real emergencies, your lawyer should be able to make time for you during breaks in the trial. Mediators, 
like myself, do not have to attend court, so that means we are usually more readily available to answer your 
queries than lawyers. 
 
Pay your bills on time 
Prompt payment of legal fees is essential. If you want your lawyer to jump through hoops and pull out all the 
stops to get you the best divorce possible, paying them on time is the least you can do. 
 
Be sure to question any bills you receive that you're not sure of. Many lawyers will do all they can to ensure 
their clients are treated fairly and will be happy to answer questions about bills relating to their legal services. 
Should you fail to meet the agreed payment timings, your lawyer may seek to resign from working on your 
case (if local laws allow them to do so). After all, would you want to go to work for someone who doesn't pay 
you?

NO LAWYER 

SHOULD BE OF-

FENDED BY A CLIENT 

WHO ASKS THEM TO 

EXPLAIN THE EX-

TENT OF LEGAL 

FEES THAT THEY 

CAN EXPECT  



THE COST OF LEGAL REPRESENTATION 
 
The subject that gets talked about more than any other when it comes to divorce is the amounts that some 
people have paid their lawyers.  
 

 
Most lawyers will require money upfront. This is known as a retainer. They will bill you based on the time they 
spend on your case, with time usually measured in increments of onetenth of an hour. 
 
You don't have to look far to read horror stories. It's usually angry people getting involved in a legal system 
they don't fully understand and becoming embroiled in litigation over personal issues with a spouse they don't 
trust. Costs can spiral out of control when an unscrupulous lawyer is involved. Even ethical lawyers charging 
the going rate of a couple of hundred dollars per hour can still cause those legal bills to grow and grow. 
 

 
An excellent resource to help you with matters like this is our website divorcethesmartway.ca. In the Greater 
Toronto area where I practice Family Mediation, the hourly rate for most lawyers who limit their practice to di
vorce and family law is between $400 and $1,000. ( You can find less experienced family lawyers below $400) 
then Retainer fees are usually in the $2,500 $10,000 range.

Generally speaking, the price of legal representation depends on: 
 
• Where you are in the world 
• The experience level of the lawyer 
• The complexity of the case

Thankfully, such horror stories involving outrageous legal bills are less common than you might imag
ine. They can be avoided if you get your act together and get organized in the ways I've suggested in 
this ebook. You can help yourself by: 
 
• Educating yourself about the basics of the divorce process 
• Being clear about what you want from the divorce 
• Getting organized, so you don't waste your lawyer's time and your own money

On average, contested divorces in Greater Toronto in which both spouses cooperate, provide all  
financial information on time, don't require court hearings and are settled out of court will cost each 
spouse $12,500 to $20,000. Remember, that's for a case that's settled early and involves: 
 
• The valuation of a business 
• Contested spousal support 
• Child custody issues



Costs will be less if there is less to fight about and higher if there are more issues to resolve. The real shocking 
fees are paid when cases aren't settled early. This is when those fees start to skyrocket. The hours your lawyer 
works will become unpredictable, with depositions and major court hearings all adding up to higher and higher 
legal fees. In these situations, paying lawyers anything between $40,000 and $100,000 is the norm. 
 

 
In such circumstances, legal fees can amount to anything between $250,000 and $500,000, even more.

But there are more expenses to pay if: 
 
• Spouses start playing games with each other through the courts 
• There’s alleged fraud by the other spouse, which requires investigating 
• A more complex valuation issue needs addressing



THE ADVANTAGES OF FIXED PRICE LEGAL FEES 
AND A SHARED COST 
 
The standard practise of billing lawyers by the hour creates a conflict. Clients want their case resolved quickly, 
but there's no incentive for lawyers to do that if they're going to earn as much as possible. The longer the case 
drags on, the more money they make. 
 
It's a situation that can cause clients to feel like they're being nickelled and dimed to death for every minute of 
their lawyer's time. Lawyers can feel that their clients don't appreciate the effort and expertise they are putting 
into their case. Hourly billing can also lead to costconscious clients not contacting their lawyer when they re
ally need to, to avoid paying legal fees. 
 
There is a solution and it’s fixed fees. Although not many lawyers currently charge fixed costs, they are out 
there, and you should take time to research those who do. Find a divorce lawyer with a good reputation and 
experience levels who offers a legitimate fixed pricing option and you should at the very least, arrange an inter
view with this lawyer. 
 

 
In other words, with our Soft Landing Settlement Method, our clients pay a fixed price for predefined paper
work tasks.  
 
Fixed pricing brings clients peace of mind. The price paid is known upfront and won't change, so you know 
what you're getting. And mediators realize they will get paid for their time. In my experience, this creates a 
more collaborative atmosphere in which spouses and mediators focus not on the money side of things but on 
resolving their separation and divorce quickly on terms that are acceptable to both parties. 

With the Soft Landing Settlement Method at Divorce the Smartway, we use a hybrid of per hour 
billing for mediation time and fixed pricing arrangements for documentation tasks such as: 
 
• Financial Statements 
• Separation Agreements 
• Parenting Plans

The fixed price paid by my clients will depend on the following factors: 
 

• The unique facts of their case 
• Their choice of a lawyer 
• Their preferred frequency of communication (people who want the option to communicate 

several hours a week will pay more than a person who prefers conversations only when 
they're necessary).



 
So why do so few divorce lawyers currently offer fixed pricing? Many will offer up excuses such as 'litigation is 
too unpredictable' or 'divorce cases have too many variables.' I view these at nonsense. If almost all other 
products and services can be sold for a fixed price, why not settlement services in divorce cases? 
 
It's merely the case that lawyers prefer charging per hour because it makes them more money. 
 
Airlines charge fixed prices for getting passengers in and out of busy airports and across the world despite de
lays, malfunctions, and uncertain payroll costs due to unknown flight times. Why can't lawyers charge a fixed 
price for representing clients through the various and usually predictable stages of a divorce case? Sure, di
vorce cases differ, but different pricing structures can be developed to accommodate this. 
 
The fixed pricing arrangements used for the Soft Landing Settlement Method at Divorce the Smartway is struc
tured much like a construction contract. So, while a defined scope of work and its associated price is set up
front, it is possible to implement “change orders” if the scope of the project changes. This allows the cost of 
the Soft Landing Settlement Method at Divorce the Smartway to be tailored to the extent of work performed. 

Should you wish to pursue a separation / divorce,  

I urge you to learn more about our  

fix fee pricing and the Soft Landing Settlement Method 

please contact me,  

Ken Maynard, or member of my team at 647.360.3200




